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The masterminds behind Blue Underground Studios bring you 10 colorful new
quilts that are perfect for your cherished scraps, a new collection of fat
quarters, or just a wild mash-up of your favorite prints and batiks! Each
project includes the yardage requirements and cutting instructions for
multiple quilt sizes. Play with color and size with these easy-to-construct
modern quilts.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A mind-expanding tour of the world without
leaving your paintbox. Every colour has a story, and here are some of the most
alluring, alarming, and thought-provoking. Very hard painting the hallway
magnolia after this inspiring primer.' Simon Garfield The Secret Lives of
Colour tells the unusual stories of the 75 most fascinating shades, dyes and
hues. From blonde to ginger, the brown that changed the way battles were
fought to the white that protected against the plague, Picasso's blue period
to the charcoal on the cave walls at Lascaux, acid yellow to kelly green, and
from scarlet women to imperial purple, these surprising stories run like a
bright thread throughout history. In this book Kassia St Clair has turned her
lifelong obsession with colours and where they come from (whether Van Gogh's
chrome yellow sunflowers or punk's fluorescent pink) into a unique study of
human civilisation. Across fashion and politics, art and war, The Secret Lives
of Colour tell the vivid story of our culture.
Revise AS Maths gives complete study support throughout the year. This Study
Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage
plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the AS exam.
*Provides frequent progress checks and exam practice questions to consolidate
learning*Contains invaluable advice and practice questions for the
exam*Includes examiner's tips and reveals how to achieve higher marks
Making soap is a craft, an art, and it's a science. When you add in natural
colorants, you expand the possibilities of chemical reactions and become
amazed at how low opacity oils can create vibrant pinks, deep and rich mauves
turn blue then purple, assumptions are proven wrong, and sometimes even browns
become glorious. In this book, you will discover: - How to make botanical
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infusions, teas, decoctions, and slurries. - How to masterbatch lye, what a
water discount actually is, and how to use ratios for simplified water
-calculations. - How to track your infusions, and how to calculate how much
oil you have in an infusion jar. - How to make a single bar "micro" batch. How to mix existing colors to make new colors, including blended greens and an
array of purples. And so much more! Scroll up and click the "Buy now with
1-Click" button to get your copy now!
Step-by-Step Tutorials and Tricks of the Trade from a Professional Illustrator
"A must-read for those who want to enhance their digital photography
experience." —George Schaub, Editorial Director, Shutterbug and eDigitalPhoto
magazines With a three or more megapixel digital camera or a good scanner,
affordable image-editing software, and a photo-realistic printer, you have all
the tools you need to create absolutely stunning images. But understanding all
your options and getting the best possible results can be daunting. What
features should you look for in a digital camera? What accessories do you
need? How do you capture the best possible images with your digital
equipment--and make corrections when you don't? What are the advantages of RAW
capture? How can you get consistently great prints? Peter K. Burian, coauthor
of the best-selling National Geographic Photography Field Guide, has taken the
digital plunge and lived to write about it. The result is a practical,
accessible guide that demystifies the world of digital photography and
imaging--a must-read whether you're a photography enthusiast making the leap
to digital, a gadget lover looking for the latest technology, a novice
photographer, or anybody who regularly works with images. Inside you'll find:
A buyer's guide to the essential equipment and software: learn the pros and
cons of compact digicams versus digital SLR cameras; choose a suitable
scanner; find the right imaging program for your needs; select the perfect
photo printer Focusing, composition, and lighting tips for making snapshots
that you'll be proud of Pro tips and techniques for using all your camera's
advanced features Techniques for getting scans of exceptional quality, whether
you're scanning prints, slides, or negatives Recommendations on upgrading your
computer and peripherals for digital imaging Professional methods for finetuning your images in the digital darkroom Techniques for creating color or
black-and-white prints of exhibition quality Tips on optimizing your images
for use in e-mail, online albums, and web pages
A Guide—Ways to Succeed is a book of poems written to inspire, motivate, and
encourage anyone who wishes to change direction and succeed in life. The poems
can be the instruments by which students, parents, teachers, professors, or
community leaders can discuss the poems as they apply the principles of
everyday living. The guide instructs and explains in poetic form how to
respond to different life situations and describes ways to make the right
choices. Suggestions for use of the guide are included, as is “A Prospectus
for a School and a Potential Curriculum Designed to ‘Rescue and Keep Youth
from Crime.’” A list of possible vocations or careers is included that might
help one’s thinking and exploring career advantages. The poems make effective
supplementary material for homes, religious institutions, middle and senior
high school classrooms, or college instruction.
A comprehensive history and A-Z bibliography of
European languages between 1495 and 2015 on all
education, design and technology. An invaluable
information and research into colour theory and

books on colour published in
branches the arts, sciences,
reference for locating
practice.

Knit, stitch, and paint your way to a more colorful and happy home with color
expert and crafter Kristin Nicholas. Learn how to make your home sing through
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handmade crafts and a bold use of color. Kristin Nicholas, color expert and
all-around master crafter, shares her secrets to selecting colors and patterns
and explores the variety of crafts and decorating touches that have made her
home so unique. Going room by room, Kristin uses her own 1751 farmhouse as a
leaping-off point for craft projects perfect for every space. You'll find a
range of step-by-step projects to make your home cozy and bright, including
knit pillows, embroidered curtains, crocheted blankets, and painted
lampshades. Along the way, Kristin also shares DIY techniques on refinishing
furniture, faux finishing walls, mural painting, and recycling wool clothes.
Full of inspiration, and with vibrant photographs throughout, this is a
complete guide to creating a home that reflects your own handmade style.
Looking for an enjoyable, relaxing activity that will provide countless hours
of fun? Look no further. Grab your coloring pencils or pens and start filling
in the drawings in "Mystery Colors." Soon, you'll uncover the beautiful images
hidden on each page.f you are looking for a colorful book that will make you
enjoy the secrets then this is the book you may want. Looking for an
enjoyable, relaxing activity that will enjoy countless hours? The coloring
book is arranged with very high quality resolution images. COLOR BY NUMBER
BOOK FOR ADULTS. ◆ 50 pictures include famous seens, animals, funny, stress
relief and relaxing. ◆ The palette is located at the bottom of the picture,
and details guide of colors name. ◆ This activity art book is a nice choice to
spend your time during the weekend or vacations. Once completed, you can tear
out the pages and use them for decorating or give them as presents to your
nearest and dearest. Mystery Colors will surely unleash your inner Picasso.
PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT! Prism Island's color is being drained, so it all comes
down to Mario and Huey to save the island! >In-depth tutorial on getting every
Paint Star in the game! >Discover all secret locations where Luigi is hiding!
>Tips for finding EVERY Rescue Squad Toad! >Information on sidequests and postgame adventures!
Offers information on urban sketching and painting, including architectural
rendering, perspective drawing, the human figure, parks and gardens, and
scenes illuminated by artificial light.
The most comprehensive book on Bowdrill currently available, with over 150
pages of information and instruction, and over 200 photos to guide you on your
path to Bowdrill success. 15 chapters filled with detailed information on:
Understanding Bowdrill Two-stick Fire Board Understanding Failure Choosing
Your Bow Finding Your Handhold Creating Your Fireboard (& the Importance of
the Notch) Sizing Your Spindle What About the Wood? Coal Catchers & Tinder
Bundles All About Dust Making Your Kit Using Natural Cordage The Importance of
Body Position How to Make a Coal Does this Really Work? Really? The Magic of
Fire Fire Is Life!Bowdrill is not that hard. It really isn't! In fact, it's
actually pretty easy. Once you understand the Secrets and the Science behind
the skill, you too will be able to make a bowdrill coal virtually every single
time. Bowdrill is both Reliable and Consistent, and in spite of what you may
have seen on TV, it doesn't take a lot of strength, effort or energy.Learn how
to size your entire bowdrill kit to YOU, how to choose the right diameter of
bowdrill spindle (a KEY aspect of success!), how to read your dust and
understand what it is telling you, how to create a coal with very little
effort, and much more. When you understand both HOW and WHY bowdrill works you
will also understand what goes wrong when it doesn't, and how to FIX
it!BowdrillNatural vs. nylon cordage, kits made off-the-landscape or from
purchased lumber, the anatomy of a coal as it comes to life, photos and
descriptions of exactly how to carve your notch, two-stick and notchless
fireboards, step-by-step instructions on proper form and how to make a coal
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all of this and more are explained in detail in the comprehensive guide to
Simple, Reliable and Consistent Bowdrill, Every Single Time.
Note: this is a 5.5" x 8.5" (13.97 x 21.59 cm) size coloring book, similar to
A5 padfolio size; perfect for purses, briefcases, backpacks. "Take it
offline," "Let's get the ball rolling," "Ping me," and of course, "synergy."
These are just some of the worst clich�s that have come out of corporate
America. It's a known fact that prolonged exposure to these office sayings can
lead to increased eye-rolling, annoyance and strain of the facial muscles from
too much fake smiling when hearing these from your manager. To combat this,
we've created this corporate clich�s adult coloring book as much needed stress
therapy; a fun, passive-aggressive way to take out your angst against these
ridiculous office sayings that have taken over your meetings, memos and emails
from your company's higher ups. We've taken 19 of the most annoying corporate
clich�s and translated them into hilarious, literal translations that you can
color and poke fun at. Most are even workplace friendly so you can hang them
on your wall without your manager giving you the stink eye (well, depending on
where you work hmmm time for the disclaimer: we make no promises on whether
you'll get the stink eye if you pin pages of this book to your office /
cubicle wall, so you assume the risk on that!). ***Benefits*** -We've taken 19
of the most ridiculous corporate clich�s that have ended up on top business
publications' "must stop using list" and translated them into hilarious,
literal representations. -5.5" x 8.5" (13.97 x 21.59 cm) similar to A5
padfolio size; perfect for purses, briefcases, backpacks. -The perfect
birthday, stocking stuffer, white elephant, secret Santa, gift for a coworker, friend or loved one who has to suffer thru these clich�s on a daily
basis. -Studies have shown that adult coloring books are perfect stress
therapy. We even consulted with a few therapists who confirmed this. And let's
face it, hearing corporate clich�s over and over is not fun! But what is fun
is poking fun at them in a passive-aggressive way that can relieve stress!
-Unlike most coloring books, each illustration is a carefully crafted theme,
tied to a specific clich� and not simply random patterns. -Coloring book
images are only on one side of the page (we didn't double dip!). -But not to
waste the space, we put some fun stuff on the reverse side of each page: a
corporate-speak definition, fun trivia and a hashtag on so you can post
pictures of your artwork on social media. -We even included a fun all-occasion
gift checklist inside the cover so you don't have to buy a separate gift card.
You can be cheap and environmentally friendly at the same time!
The Artist's Color Guide - Watercolor is an inspiring yet practical guide to
using color. Experienced artist and teacher Hazel Soan takes each color of the
rainbow and demonstrates how to use the pigments to maximum effect and with
lots of practical hints and tips. By exploring all the colors of the palette,
this book aims to broaden the knowledge of every watercolor artist-- whatever
their experience level-- so they can approach choosing and mixing colors with
confidence and achieve the most striking results in their paintings.
Revise AS Biology gives complete study support throughout the year. This Study
Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage
plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the AS exam.
Sharing the decorating secrets of veteran design professionals, "Fabric
Harmony" helps readers choose from more than 400 fabric, pattern, and color
combinations to create 12 distinct decorating "moods" for the home. 40 color
images. Hundreds of color and fabric swatches.
“Gain the color confidence you’ve never experienced before . . . This book is
perfect for teachers, bee groups or individuals.” —American Quilter Christine
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Barnes’s quilter-friendly approach provides new and exciting ways to apply
simple color concepts to your work. This book reveals successful color
combinations in action with an inspiring gallery of eye-catching quilts. Chock
full of hands-on exercises, this book teaches how to use value, temperature,
and intensity to make quilts luminous and full of movement. “A practical
approach for using color to bring quilts to life . . . Eight projects
accompany twelve hands-on exercises in this top pick for quilters at all
levels.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
Coloring and Drawing Tutorials and Tricks of the Trade from a Professional
Illustrator

Includes information on the characteristics, classification, and composition
of colour. In-depth study of colour harmonies -- monochromatic, complimentary,
analogous. Learn colour planning from wheel to wool. Often colour planning is
the most intimidating part of rug hooking. How do you choose colours that
compliment each other and bring the rug to life? The Secrets of Colour in HandHooked Rugs will take the uncertainty out of the process, as Betty Krull leads
you step-by-step through the fundamental stages needed to understand and
colour plan a rug. The book explains everything you need to know about the
classification and composition of colour, including the use of colour
harmonies and the ins and outs of colour planning. Study dozens of beautiful
images to see how the use of different colours can greatly influence the final
outcome of the same design. Learn to analyse colours and identify their
properties. Novice as well as experienced rug hookers will love The Secrets of
Colour in Hand-Hooked Rugs, brought to you by Rug Hooking magazine, for its
easy-to-follow format, information, and colour tips.
You have found the key to the secret garden, now open the gates and marvel at
the uniqueness of each plant and flower petal! Shower these flowers with
colors and try to understand how individual lines and forms create unique
patterns that deserve your focus and attention. So what are you waiting for?
Secure a copy of this coloring book today!
The power of color to energise, soothe, and heal has been recognised for
thousands of years; this accessible and highly visual introduction will be
your guide as you embark on your own color-healing journey. Secrets of Color
Healing provides a comprehensive explanation of the theories behind the
effects of color on the human body, discussing each color in detail and
exploring how the therapy works in practice. From advice on practicing color
healing at home, including visualisation, to light therapy and nutritional
color therapy, this accessible guide will teach you all about the power of
color and how it can be harnessed to balance your environment, body, and
spirit.
88 Essential Secrets is packed with many great ideas and insights to help you
succeed at work, and written by experts who research, speak and train on all
aspects of personal and career development.How can I become an even greater
leader? How can I further build my brand and my business? How can I speak with
more confidence and credibility? How can I increase my focus on my goals? How
can I build even stronger relationships? How can I deliver a pitch that really
packs a punch? You’ll find answers to all these questions and many more inside
this book — from mastering influential networking to writing effective emails,
from increasing productivity to improving your professional image, and from
improving decision making and creative thinking to increasing success with
social media.
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At long last, a fresh take on color! Jesse and Joe, stylists to the stars and
fashion consultants on The Oprah Winfrey Show reveal their secrets for finding
personalized palettes for each individual woman's coloring. No longer will
redheads be relegated to earthtones. No longer will women of color assume they
look good only in bright colors. Instead, Jesse and Joe offer 20 highly
personalized colortypes to choose from. Using quizzes, questionnaires,
hundreds of photos, color swatches, before-and-after shots, and photos of
celebrity style icons, they make it easy for any woman to determine her best
colors, brighten her look, and leave a lasting impression.

Did you know that the biggest struggle for quilters of all types is color
selection? Unlock the secrets to winning color combinations from best-selling
author Becky Goldsmith of Piece O' Cake Designs. Learn how every quilt has a
foreground and a background, how to use clear versus gray colors - plus other
essentials that will shake up your design process. Quilters of all skill
levels will appreciate Becky's practical, easy-to-understand advice on
neutrals, value, and contrast. Put your newfound knowledge to the test with 10
pieced and appliqued projects designed to focus on specific aspects of color.
With visual examples used to explain all color topics, this go-to guide will
give you an edge when it comes to quilt design.
Want to learn why you have bad luck obtaining money throughout your life? How
about why you have a mysterious recurring leg pain with no plausible reason?
Or why you always feel depleted of energy when you wake up in the morning? Or
maybe you want to learn to expand and empower your spiritual abilities? Do you
want to learn more about aura colors? If so, this is the book for you. My
Coloring Book is an excellent way to learn to use the powerful energy of
colors. You will learn that colors influence everything in the universe, and
that it is very much like a language. You will learn about Chakras, detailed
descriptions of each of the seven colors, in addition to many other colors.
You can use this book as a guide to discover the exact composition of your own
aura. It also provides correlations to planets, parts of the body, astrology
signs, numbers/numerology, talents, as well as spiritual abilities with each
color listed (very useful for magic work). You will understand the deeper
reasons behind the some of the most stubborn illnesses/health concerns, and
learn how to heal your energy by using unique healing methods devised
specifically for your individual energy pattern. You will learn to fend off
psychic vampires, or those who seek to steal your energy. You will learn to
understand and remedy negative karmic patterns so they no longer interfere
with your life, allowing to to move forward. This book also provides how to
use colors in magic, how to construct Wish boxes, learn different methods to
perceive aura colors, and how to read colored cards in a layout. You can even
learn what color your own name resonates to, which you can use to gain a
deeper perspective about your life path. My Coloring Book will give you an in
depth look into all of this and so much more.
Creative Guide to Color and Fabric (Rodale's Successful Quilting Library)
Edited by Jane Townswick Achieve color success in every quilt you make! This
book will give you the know-how and the confidence to make just the right
choices for your very next quilt, with more than 250 color photographs and
expert advice from the pros. You'll discover how to do more with a favorite
palette, and you'll be challenged to try something completely new and
exciting. Here's a sampling of what you'll learn: * How to make one-of-a-kind
quilts and add texture with novel fabrics * Ways to convey emotion and mood
with color * Why value can often be more important than color * Ideas that
will change the way you make scrap quilts forever * Fun and easy techniques to
design your own fabrics * Trade secrets for decorating with quilts And so much
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more! The perfect book for fabric lovers!
How many times have you spent $50, $100, or even $200 to have your hair
colored and styled, walked out of the salon, and wanted to put a bag over your
head? In Hair to Dye For: A Hair Colorists Secrets Revealed author Penny
Baptista provides an easy-to-understand and concise guide to coloring your own
hair. Hair coloring is a billion-dollar industry and one of the most popular
salon services. As a color specialist and stylist for more than twenty years,
Baptista has compiled this guide to help consumers save money and achieve the
salon look at home. The guide discusses Different types of color Levels of
color Developers, toners, and alternative colors Application techniques
Organic color methods Hair color corrections Product knowledge An educational
tool with step-by-step instructions, Hair to Dye For: A Hair Colorists Secrets
Revealed provides practical and helpful information for coloring hair to
produce beautiful results.
This Silverlight guide is must have for any programming, graphic design, web
design, or Web Development Company. If you're looking to start your Computers
& Internet training on Microsoft Silverlight then this books for you.
Supplying tips, tricks, and secrets to Microsoft Silver Light 2.0.
Presents a guide to applying color concepts to quilt patterns, with examples
of quilts that demonstrate successful color combinations and instructions for
eight quilting-making projects.
Revise AS Physics gives complete study support throughout the year. This Study
Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage
plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the A2 exam.
One of USA Today's “100 Books to Read While Stuck at Home During the
Coronavirus Crisis” A dazzling gift, the unforgettable, unknown history of
colors and the vivid stories behind them in a beautiful multi-colored volume.
“Beautifully written . . . Full of anecdotes and fascinating research, this
elegant compendium has all the answers.” —NPR, Best Books of 2017 The Secret
Lives of Color tells the unusual stories of seventy-five fascinating shades,
dyes, and hues. From blonde to ginger, the brown that changed the way battles
were fought to the white that protected against the plague, Picasso’s blue
period to the charcoal on the cave walls at Lascaux, acid yellow to kelly
green, and from scarlet women to imperial purple, these surprising stories run
like a bright thread throughout history. In this book, Kassia St. Clair has
turned her lifelong obsession with colors and where they come from (whether
Van Gogh’s chrome yellow sunflowers or punk’s fluorescent pink) into a unique
study of human civilization. Across fashion and politics, art and war, the
secret lives of color tell the vivid story of our culture. “This passionate
and majestic compedium will leave you bathed in the gorgeous optics of light.”
—Elle
A SUNDAY TIMES DESIGN BOOK OF THE YEAR
_________________________________________ The definitive guide for harnessing
the power of colour to improve your happiness, wellbeing and confidence
Wouldn't you like to boost your confidence simply by slipping on 'that' yellow
jumper? Or when you get home after a stressful day, be instantly soothed by
the restful green of your walls? The colours all around us hold an emotional
energy. Applied Colour Psychology specialist, Karen Haller, explains the
inherent power of colour; for example, looking closely at the colours we love
or those we dislike can bring up deeply buried memories and with them powerful
feelings. A revolutionary guide to boosting your wellbeing, The Little Book of
Colour puts you firmly in the driver's seat and on the road to changing the
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colours in your world to revamp your mood and motivation. Illuminating the
science, psychology and emotional significance of colour, with key assessments
for finding your own true colour compatibility, this book will help you to
rediscover meaning in everything you do through the joy of colour. Get ready
to join the colour revolution, and change your life for the better.
This Nook Color manual provides step-by-step instructions on how to do
everything with your Nook Color FASTER. You will also unlock hidden secrets on
your Nook Color such as how to download FREE eBooks, send an email from your
Nook, surf the web, and read news for free. This Nook Color guide includes: Getting Started - Registering the Nook Color - Connecting the Nook Color to a
PC or Mac - Setting Up Wi-Fi - Using the Wishlist - Lending Books - Changing
the font size - Using the dictionary - Taking notes - Reading children's books
- Downloading thousands of free eBooks - Transferring downloaded eBooks to the
Nook Color - List of Nook-friendly websites that save you time typing in long
URL addresses - Shortcuts and tips - Taking a screenshot - Conserving Battery
Life - Switching between applications - Playing music - Viewing and editing
photos - Playing Sudoku and chess - Buying eBooks through the Barnes and Noble
Store - Subscribing to Magazines and Newspapers - Cancelling Subscriptions Book browsing tips - Emailing from the Nook Color - How to use the Nook Color
Web Browser - Adding bookmarks and notes - Viewing periodicals - Buying books
- Troubleshooting - Live Nook Color support telephone numbers
In this beautiful and thorough investigation, The Secret Language of Color
celebrates and illuminates the countless ways in which color colors our world.
Why is the sky blue, the grass green, a rose red? Most of us have no idea how
to answer these questions, nor are we aware that color pervades nearly all
aspects of life, from the subatomic realm and the natural world to human
culture and psychology. Organized into chapters that begin with a fascinating
explanation of the physics and chemistry of color, The Secret Language of
Color travels from outer space to Earth, from plants to animals to humans. In
these chapters we learn about how and why we see color, the nature of
rainbows, animals with color vision far superior and far inferior to our own,
how our language influences the colors we see, and much more. Between these
chapters, authors Joann Eckstut and Ariele Eckstut turn their attention to the
individual hues of the visible spectrum?red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and
violet?presenting each in fascinating, in-depth detail. Including hundreds of
stunning photographs and dozens of informative, often entertaining graphics,
every page is a breathtaking demonstration of color and its role in the world
around us. Whether you see red, are a shrinking violet, or talk a blue streak,
this is the perfect book for anyone interested in the history, science,
culture, and beatuty of color in the natural and man-made world.
A practical basic guide to color theory and practice.

Now in paperback! Imagine a softly striped crib blanket knit in the comforting
colors of the nursery. Or a sophisticated cashmere wrap featuring rich jewel
tones that set off a favorite black dress. Knitting teacher and author
Margaret Radcliffe presents a world of color techniques in a single
comprehensive reference that you’ll consult every time two or more yarn colors
are in play. Stitchers of every ability level will love the color-combining
methods and professional secrets revealed in The Essential Guide to Color
Knitting Techniques. Multicolor knitting techniques are explained with step-bystep illustrations and photographs accompanied by instructive text. Complete
chapters on stripes, stitch effects, succeeding with multicolor yarns,
stranded knitting, and intarsia cover the theory and how-to behind each method
and offer creative solutions for handling tangled yarn, estimating yarn
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quantities of each color, holding on to all those ends, and employing stunning
finishing techniques. A final chapter describes more unusual techniques, such
as helix, shadow, mosaic, and modular knitting.
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